The CLIC Workshop 2013
(295 people signed up - Open Session Monday morning)

ENERGY FRONTIER PROJECTS AT CERN AFTER LHC – THE
CONTEXT OF THE CLIC ACTIVITIES
Monday afternoon:
•
Common session with main other alternatives for
energy frontier projects at CERN after LHC (LHC
energy upgrades), including presentations
of CORE
what ACTVITIES
CLIC PROJECT
we can expect from LHC and a Tuesday
potentialand
Higgs-factory
Wednesday:
•
Status and very first focus on potential
common
or groups for accelerator topics (3) and detector•
Parallel
working
co-ordinated activities in the comingphysics
years ( (2)
… 20132017)
•
Review of technical studies related to accelerator and detector and
physics studies – with focus on ongoing and planned activities
2012-2017
•
Focus on the collaboration involvement and responsibilities
•
Define goals and milestones for end 2013 across project
Tuesday evening: Detector and Physics Institute Board
HIGH GRADIENT DAY
Friday AM: Accelerator plenary
Thursday:
•
Presentation by labs/projects with core technology
Friday PM: CLIC Accelerator Collaboration Board normal conducting high gradient structures and high
efficiency power sources (11 project and 18 industry
presentations)
•
Increase exchange of information between these
activities, consider more common technical activities,
and work towards increasing the industrial technology
base for these projects
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Some overall goals for 2013
•

Re-baselining -> towards optimised parameters sets for the three stages (375 GeV, ….., 3000 GeV)
–

•

Many technical challenges … which I will not attempt to summarize now – one of our homeworks after this
week is to extract a reasonable set of milestones for end of 2013 across the work-packages and activities
–

•

A good starting point exists (will involve more interactions with High Energy LHC and LHC+HiLumiLHC studies)

Integration with the overall Linear Collider activities and collaboration with ILC
–

•

Integration of collaborators moving forward, and the roles for the coming years are becoming clearer

The European Strategy consequences, implementations in terms of resources at CERN and collaborating
countries, priorities in future EC projects
–

•

Including a klystron based initial option

Key words: Common activities, reviewing and follow up

CERN space issues:
–

Space found for two test-stands, stability/alignment tests but still several issues to resolve

•

Establish a set of activities for power reduction

•

Establish a way to continue the interactions discussed yesterday in the HgD

•

Determine end deliverable by 2016-2017 (Project Plan – in what form)
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The LCC Organisation
ICFA
Program Advisory
Committee

ILC – Mike Harrison

Linear Collider Board

Directorate – Lyn Evans

Deputy (Physics) –
Hitoshi Murayama

CLIC – Steinar Stapnes

Physics & Detectors –
Hitoshi Yamamoto
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Future LC objectives
• Strongly support the Japanese initiative to construct a
linear collider as a staged project in Japan
• Prepare CLIC machine and detectors as an option for a
future high-energy linear collider at CERN
• Further improve collaboration between CLIC and ILC
machine experts
• Move towards a “more normal” structure of collaboration
in the detector community to prepare for the construction
of two high-performance detectors

Lyn Evans 22-Oct-12
LCWS12 - Arlington, TX
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LC common studies
Many common problems and solutions even though the basic core
acceleration methods differ, and the parameters to be achieved by the
systems below differ – in some cases leading to different solutions

Sources
(common
working group
on positron
generation)

Damping rings

Beam dynamics
(covers along
entire machine)

Beam delivery
systems

Machine
Detector
Interfaces

Physics and
detectors

In addition common working groups on: Cost and Schedule, Civil Engineering
and Conventional Facilities – and a General Issues Working Group
Three general issues:
•

•
•

Move (for some of these groups) towards more genuine combined working group in
order to optimize resources and maximize exchange of experiences
Further development of common work in the area of Detector and Physics
Increased help across the borders of ILC/CLIC wrt implementation planning for the
two projects – inside a common overall organization
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HgD wrap-up
Impressions:
•
Useful to exchange information across projects, labs and
industries (and across accelerator purposes) concerning these
key technologies – must allow more technical details (how
often?)
– mailing list to be set up for continued contacts

Possible vehicles for follow up:
•
Point to point contacts

•

Future CLIC workshops and individual
agreements between CLIC collaborators , direct
contracts

•

Industry capabilities and ambitions have interests for a wide
user-community and also for increased contacts between
industries (related to delivering more integrated units)
– could develop (based on contacts today) an overall view of
projects planned and their needs as function of time, is
this useful for industry ?

•

High Gradient Workshops (next 3-6.6 in Trieste,
yearly meeting)

•

CDR preparation with Ankara – a chance to
develop a design possibly useful for several
(longer term)

•

More flexibility in use of test-facilities (several labs have them,
could be offered across projects more often – if we are well
aware of them)

•

•

Developing an x-band based FEL (Ankara, CERN, others?) design
making use of key technologies developed for CLIC

Future EU projects:
– Integrating activities (call 2014, contains
networks, joint technical activities,
support for access to facilities – can be
fully international, typically 5 MEURO+),
however these might be targeted so
important to work on the “political” level
– Marie Curie networks ?
– Industry led projects ?

